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Suntcary. It is shown that a separable potential

previously used to describe a 2s~ ,- single-particle state

gives rise r.ot only to a bound state but also to a

resonance of tht core-plus-two-nucleons three-body system.



In previous works'' . we studied the system As IB assuming

that it nay be approximated is/ a three-body system consisting of

two nucleons outside an inert (and massive) core of 0. For the

nuclcor.-' 0 interaction, we used a separable potential which

describes the 1ác/2
 a n i t n e 2s..- single-particle states of O and

the £3/2 resonance observed in the low-energy scattering of neutrons

16by 0. For the nucleon-nucleon(N-N) interaction a separable s-wave

Yasaguchi potential was used. Solving the Feddeev equations, we

calculated the bound-state spectruc of the three-body system.

In the continuum part of the spectrum, resonances related to

tho *3/2 single-particle resonance are naturally expected to occur.

However, the purpose of this note is to point out that the 2sy/2

tern in the single-particle potential also gives rise to a re3onar.es

of the three-body system.

In order to avoid unnecessary complications, we keep only the

s-wave tern in the nore complete nucleor.-core (N-C) potential used in

refs. 1 and 2 :

oy

q and a beinç the momentum and the cass of the nucleor. and
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The values of the parameters appropriate for the 2s- .- state of O

are 3*1.613 f= , A • «1.398 fm5 and « Q ^ «1.033 fm"1

(far datai Is,see ref. 1). The energy of the bound state ( « « }

has the right value (-3.275 MeV) and the wave function is quite

realistic - the radial part has just one node (as it is necessary

for a 2s state) and, in the asymptotic region, it decreases to zero

sore slowly than does the 2s oscillator wave function. We should

retcark that the factor f (q}»(3/2 - B q ) is introduced in the

fora factor just zo produce the appropriate node in the radial wave

function (if s ? is constrained to be equal to >/2ni |«oi I

she wave function xs precisely the 2s oscillator wave function).

For low nucieon energies, the calculated phase shift 4 Q j_

is similar co the s-wave phase shift produced by a potential well.

However, around '.2 MeV, it bends quickly towards the value 0 and

exhibits a sharp resonance at an energy c r *£12.7 MeV (fig. 1).

Although this behaviour is somewhat surprising, it was in fact

observed and explained ' soon after Tabakin ' proposed his separable

N-N potential. The point is •'hat our potential, because of th? factor

f(q), can give rise (like Tabakin potential) to a continuum bound

state (C3S). Thus, if we change SQ j_ to a slightly different

value (1.557 fnô , a C3S will occur at the energy 11.95 MeV. For the
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actual value of -"• i r.393 fin3), the CBS pole moves to a

position slightly below the real axis and manifests itself as the

sharp resonance shown in fig. • .

If a two-body potential causing a CBS (or a resonance related

to it) is used in the three-nucleon problem, two bound states are

obtained for the triton and the binding energy of the ground state is

anomalously large (collapse of the three-nucleon ground state) *3~ .

In our case, a resonance and a bound state will be produced. To

exhibit the resonance, we consider deuteron stripping reactions by

0 and perform a model calculation neglecting the Coulocb force ar.i

assuming that the proton-core interaction is identical to the neutron-

core interaction (Mitra's symmetric model). For the N-C interaction,we

use, of course, the potential given by (t) and (2). For the N-N

interaction, we use the s-wave triplet separable potential given by

A
(3)4

MS

where p is the relative momentum of the two nucleons, | 1#Mg\ is the

triplet spin wave function and for v(p) ve take the Yasiaguchi form
2 2v(p)«i/(p • o ) . in order to reproduce the experimental values a«5.42

fm and ro*1.76 fm for the scattering length and the effective range

of the N-N triplet scattering, we must take a»1.406 fm"*' and A»

0.382 fm"3 .

The transition amplitudes for deuteron stripping and elastic

scattering are determined by solving the A3S equations . W. actually
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consider only the channel which has the total angular momentum «qual

to t and positive parity ( J « 1* ). The integral equations are

solved by the method of contour rotation (we also use Gauss formula

to approximate integrals by a finite sum).

The calculated partial cross-sections for stripping U s r p")

and elastic scattering (oe as<**j are shown in fig. 2 as a function

of the energy E. of the incident deuteron. These cross-sections

clearly denote the occurrence of a resonance at an energy Ed3£2.5

XeV. We tried to understand the connection between this resonance

and the resonance present in the single-particle potential. For this

purpose, we decreased the strength parameter A of the N-N interaction

in the hope that the resonance would eventually consist of "two

independent resonating particles". Unfortunately, we could not

decrsasa A roo much since, as we did it, the width of the resonance

decreased and it became -.ore and more difficult to see it. Anyway,

since we consider only deuteron induced reactions, A cannot be made

smaller than the critical value 0.282 fm~ for which the deuteron

becocss unco-r.d. Tr.e smallest value that we could consider was A »

Z.si~ fm"J (tins corresponds to a binding energy of 1 MeV for the

iautaroni. 7r.e result is in fig. 3 (for comparison, we show also the

effect on z'r.e energy of the bound state). Even though A could not be

made small, we see in the figure some indication that the resonance

energy tends to the value 2cr (like the bound state energy * moves

towards the unperturbed value 2c ) when A->0 . Of course, to

clarify this point in a definite way, one should investigate the
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trajectory of the resonance pole.

In conclusion, we would say that, like in the case of three

nucleons, the low energy properties of our three-body syscex is not

determined solely by the bound-state pole of the two-body c-oatrix.

Although the nucleon-core potential which we used is suitable for

the description of the 2s. ., bound state, a by-product of it - a

narrow resonance occurring at a relatively high energy < -12 MeV> -

gives rise to a three-body resonance at low excitation energy. Of

course, such resonance is to be considered as unphysicai since it

would not occur if the single-particle potential were corrected to

avoid the undesired by-product.

I would like to thank Dr. F. A. B. Coutinho for drawing tay

attention to references 5-7 and for the critical reading of the

manuscript. The numerical calculations were performed at -he Centro

de Computação Eletrônica (C.C.E.) of the University of São Paulo.
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FIGURE CAPTICNS

Fig. 1. Phase shift and total cross-section predicted ay -he

separable potencial.

Fig. 2. Partial cross-section <J «T*) for stripping and elastic

scattering.

Fig. 3. Effect of the variation of the N-N coupling strength on

the three-body resonance and cound state. The zero of

the total energy Z corresponds to the break-up threshold.

The resonance energies represented cy the das.-vsi. line

are obtained from curves sinilar to those in z-z. ..
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